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Why do we need a policy for
financial sector development?
Policies are needed in all sectors where the Swiss Agency for Deve-
lopment an Cooperation (SDC) is involved. This also includes the
financial sector, in which the SDC has a long history of broad experi-
ence. Promoting this sector, which is essential to the sustainable deve-
lopment of a country, is a top priority for SDC. New opportunities for
restructuring what is often an inefficient sector, in order to make it
accessible to the large section of the population hitherto excluded from
institutional financial services, have been opening up during the
course of global deregulation. This Financial Sector Policy (FSP)
offers strategic guidance for coherent and effective cooperation pro-
grammes in this sector. 
FSP is based on the principles in the North-South Guidelines drawn up
by the Swiss Federal Council in March 1994, in which development
cooperation gives priority to:
• safeguarding and promoting peace and security; 
• commitment to human rights, democracy and the rule of law;
• promotion of general prosperity; 
• enhancement of social equity; 
• protection of the environment.
3
Summary
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What are the main features of FSP?
FSP provides SDC with the following strategic orientation for action
in the financial sector:
Target group orientation
Intervention by SDC will help provide the population at large, especi-
ally private households, women, men and small and micro enterprises
that have been at a disadvantage in the past, with lasting access to
institutional financial services (savings and loans). SDC will focus its
sectoral commitment on poverty alleviation because it is convinced
that poor people (especially women) save, and are able to repay loans.
It intends to take special account of regions that have insufficient suit-
able financial services.
Commitment to internationally recognized financial principles
In FSP, SDC has adopted and intends to promote the following
internationally recognized principles:
• the need for supportive framework conditions for a
functioning financial sector;
• the need for cost-covering, non-subsidized rates of
interest;
• the need for loans which do not take the form of
welfare and are not linked to specific economic
activities (‘no targeted credit’)
• the need to separate financial and non-
financial services;
4
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• the need for regular performance monitoring, including impact stud-
ies among the target group, in order to steer development program-
mes.
Programme approach focussing at meso level
Only a functioning, autonomous financial system, rather than a set of
individual, isolated credit funds and projects or individual financial
NGOs, can significantly increase the supply of financial services to
the target group. SDC therefore works on the basis of strengthening
the entire system in an integrated, programmed manner, either with
direct or indirect intervention, to benefit all levels of the financial sec-
tor. The focus is at the meso level, i.e. SDC cooperates with financial
institutions that are prepared, first, to apply internationally recognized
financial sector principles and, secondly, to become both financially
sustainable and relevant for the poor. SDC is
taking an active part in efforts at internatio-
nal and national (macro) level to improve
the coordination of policy strategies
and action, together with exchanges
of experience.  It is also involved
with other players in the
financial sector in policy
forums, in order to
improve what are often
unfavourable framework
conditions.
5
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Mobilize local savings
Providing loans was often the primary goal of financial sector pro-
grammes. The aim nowadays is to mobilize the potential of local
savings and this calls for trustworthy, efficient financial institutions.
SDC recognizes the strategic importance of savings to development,
in that savings promote the autonomy of the target group, the financial
institutions and the national economy. This is why they have a pivotal
role in FSP.
No panacea
The financial sector differs from country to country. FSP therefore
intends to develop appropriate solutions based on careful analysis and
diagnosis, taking into account the situation in each country. SDC may
participate in sectoral analysis and sectoral concept development at
the country level.
Wide range of promotional instruments
SDC can apply a wide range of promotional instruments in order to
optimize its impact. ‘Institution building’ instruments are of para-
mount importance and aim to support institutions in their efforts to
improve outreach and institutional-financial sustainability. Aspects
included are organizational development, consultancy, training in bank-
ing techniques, co-financing of start-up and expansion costs, and help
in broadening the capital base (equity) coupled with loans and guaran-
tees. Because serving the SDC target group is a relatively high cost
activity, SDC is in favour of adapting, testing and disseminating cost-
reducing, innovative banking technology (e.g. credit cards, group lia-
bility) and simplified banking procedures. SDC is interested in apply-
ing methods that forge permanent links between self-help groups and
formal financial institutions (self-help group linkage).6
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Where it has the necessary experience, SDC can participate in finan-
cial sector reforms. Finally, it promotes activities to improve coordina-
tion at international, regional and local level.
Coordination with the Federal Office for foreign Economic
Affairs (FOFEA)
As SDC and FOFEA both operate in the financial
sector (at both macro and meso level), their
actions in this field will be closely coordinated.
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1.1 Purpose of the policy for financial sector development
Sectoral policies are drawn up for all the main SDC sectors. They form
part of the SDC operational guidelines and instruments and define the
standards governing work in the sector in question. Deviations from
these standards must be justified. The strategies and the operational
principles agreed on are indicative guidelines for formulating pro-
grammes and projects. However, they are not a blueprint. Every pro-
motional concept, be it at programme or project level, must be develo-
ped with SDC partners in the light of a specific local situation, and the
sectoral policy is used as a basis for this.
The policy for financial sector development (FSP) is based on the
Federal Law on Cooperation in International Development  and
Humanitarian Aid, the North/South Guidelines and the SDC Guide-
lines. There are important areas of overlap between the FSP and other
SDC policies, especially in crafts and industrial development and agri-
culture. Successful projects and programmes in both these sectors
depend on a well functioning financial system. There are also areas of
common ground between SDC and FOFEA, both implementing their
activities in this sector so as to be complementary to, and well coordi-
nated with, each other.
8
1 Purpose of sectoral policy and significance
of the financial sector
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The FSP addresses first and foremost decision-makers in SDC coordi-
nation offices and head office, executing agencies and specialist con-
sultants and is supplemented by separate instruments, check lists and
best practice.
The FSP is reviewed periodically in the light of SDC experiences and
theoretical and practical knowledge to assure that it is still valid and,
where necessary, is adapted and further developed.
9
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1.2 Function of the financial sector
The financial sector is vital to the economic and social development of
a country. Essentially, it serves three main purposes: 
• to offer savings deposit services, whereby priority must be given to
the security and continuing value of the deposits;
• to provide loans;
• to carry out local and international payment transactions. 
The financial sector becomes an autonomous system of services only
when it can meet the needs of its customers in all sectors of the eco-
nomy on a permanent, sustainable and effective basis. It is an interde-
pendent sector, i.e. it depends on the development of the various sec-
tors of the economy, which in turn depend on a properly functioning
financial sector.
The financial sector fulfils a specific development function when it
mobilizes what are often substantial, locally available funds and
encourages their reinvestment in the local economy. This is why
encouraging savings is an effective means of promoting the autonomy
of the various actors in the economy.
In this context, a properly functioning financial sector is a pre-condi-
tion for the creation of jobs and income for a large proportion of the
population and an instrument for effective poverty alleviation.
10
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1.3 Definition of the financial sector—SDC concept
SDC defines the financial sector of a country as all the individual and
institutional players in the financial market, both on the supply and
demand side, at the national or international level. It also includes
legislative framework, especially banking law and the associated bye-
laws regulating the basic functions of the financial sector.
SDC divides the financial sector into ‘micro’, ‘meso’ and ‘macro’
levels. It intervenes directly both at the meso level (main focus) and at
the macro level. SDC operates only indirectly at the micro level via
effective, support institutions (e.g., industrial associations).
Micro level: customers (target group)
The customer base of financial institutions generally includes anyone
demanding financial services, irrespective of the sector or subsector of
the economy or profession to which he or she belongs.
SDC applies the target-group approach in the financial sector. Its
interventions are aimed at the section of the population hitherto exclu-
ded from institutional financial services, especially poor, private hou-
seholds, individual women and men, small farms, and micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises in all sectors of the economy, who or
which are potential customers of financial institutions. Special atten-
tion is paid to regions (often rural areas) in partner countries that are
poorly endowed with respect to financial services. SDC also pays
close attention to the situation of women.
11
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Meso level: suppliers of financial services
The actors at this level belong to the formal or informal sector, depend-
ing on whether or not they are subject to banking legislation and the
banking supervision authorities.
The formal sector includes local development banks (including those
specializing in refinancing), financial institutions, private and public
commercial and cooperative banks and other formal financial institu-
tions. Institutions offering new, alternative financial services, such as
leasing, venture capital, guarantees, and pawnbroking will grow in
importance. 
The informal financial sector includes village savings groups, credit
funds (including rotating funds) and the countless non-governmental
financial organizations (financial NGOs) and temporary projects also
offering savings and credit services. It also includes: friends, relatives,
money-lenders, traders and traditional savings and credit groups (rota-
ting savings and credit associations, savings clubs, etc). These often
represent the only source of credit for a large segment of the popula-
tion with no access to the formal financial sector. They are important,
but indirect, partners of SDC.
12
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Macro level (framework conditions)
At national level this includes the central bank, the banking supervis-
ing authorities and the finance ministry of each country whose task it
is to create conducive legal and economic framework conditions for a
properly functioning financial sector. Donor coordination committees
and political forums may also play an important role in this respect.
13
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2.1 Starting point in partner countries
It is estimated that a small proportion of the economically active, yet
poor population in developing countries has access to institutional
savings and credit facilities. The rest turn to the informal sector,
mainly to money lenders and dealers. The usurious conditions that
usually prevail in these circles lead to increased indebtedness and sub-
sequent dependence. 
14
2 Background
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Most partner countries lack a financial sector that provides permanent
and efficient solutions to the requirements of the target group. Many
countries have few, often nationalized, banks, which are confined
mainly to the urban conglomerations; they provide inadequate servi-
ces, if any, to rural areas. Apart from their limited outreach to clients,
many financial institutions are neither institutionally nor financially
viable, but depend on government or international support. The rea-
sons for this are, inter alia, unfavourable framework conditions, a fail-
ure to mobilize savings, low credit repayment rates and weak manage-
ment structures.
Financial services from local NGOs and development cooperation
projects are confined mainly to a relatively narrow customer base and,
for legal or other reasons, often consist solely of loans and cannot be
provided sustainably. There are, however, positive exceptions in the
case of organizations that have specialized exclusively in professional
financial services (e.g. affiliate banks of Acción International and
Women’s World Banking; Grameen Bank in Bangladesh; Kenya Rural
Enterprise Programme in Nairobi). The role of women in these orga-
nizations is extremely important.
Conditions have improved in many countries and the framework con-
ditions in the financial sector have changed for the better as a result.
Thanks to world-wide efforts to deregulate and to the fact that govern-
ments have reviewed their own role, the potential exists to open up the
market and, where this has not already been carried out, to make far-
reaching reforms in the financial sector (India, Tanzania, Bolivia,
etc.).
15
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2.2 SDC experience in the financial sector
SDC experience covers a wide geographical area and a wide range of
subjects. It has been acquired in part from projects that have attempted
to develop a strong finance system and in part from efforts to meet
credit requirements through ad hoc solutions, due to a lack of alterna-
tives.
SDC has been successful in improving the quality of financial institu-
tions and systems in various countries and has contributed to a positive
impact on the target group particularly where:
• it has supported nation-wide working institutions on a long-term,
programmed basis rather than on a one-off basis (for example, Ban-
ques Populaires, Rwanda; NABARD and SIDBI, India; FECECAM,
Benin);
• its projects are an integral part of a coherent sectoral programme and
where SDC has been able to monitor both institutional progress and
banking questions (micro financing programme, Bolivia;
NABARD/BIRD, India);
• its own experience has been built up over time and special topics
have been studied (experience with revolving funds, Bolivia; ‘Non-
farm sector study’, India).
Only in rare cases have credit and revolving funds administered by
non-specialist partners and projects proven to be sustainable. For the
most part, they are run on non-professional lines, fail to cover costs,
have a limited client outreach and pursue a mixture of social, econo-
mic and project-specific objectives. However, experience has shown
that these funds can be used as a learning curve for innovative activi-
16
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ties in the financial sector. Examples of this type of credit fund are:
NAAM, Burkina Faso; microfinance programme, Bolivia; regional
development fund, Poland.
SDC has a tradition of supporting internationally active finance organ-
izations, such as RAFAD Geneva (Guarantee Fund) and Women’s
World Banking, New York (world-wide network of women’s banks). It
also sits on international coordination committees, such as the ‘Donor
Group for Finance Sector Development’ and the ‘Consultative Group
to Assist the Poorest (CGAP), which have issued a set of guidelines for
the selection and support of financial institutions.
17
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2.3 Challenges in coming years
 The financial sector has an empowerment function: it can mobilize
financial resources efficiently (encourage savings) and allocate them
for productive purposes on a local, wide-spread basis. In this way the
financial sector helps the target group, the financial institutions and,
lastly, national economies to achieve the autonomy they urgently need.
 In order to achieve this, institutional capacities need to be built up
and developed so that they can offer cost-covering, efficient financial
services to a wide clientele, many of whom are located in rural areas
that have hitherto been inadequately served.
One strategy is to support properly functioning financial institutions
(mainly commercial banks) that are ready to open a window to custom-
ers not served hitherto (‘downgrading’) and/or to ensure that existing
financial NGOs, funds, foundations, etc. start providing efficient
financial services to a wider range of customers (‘upgrading’). Only
where there are no interested parties willing to change and able to
learn, can the establishment of new, pioneering financial institutions
be considered.
 For the process of change, it is essential that innovative banking
technologies and cost-reducing procedures be identified and adapted
to local conditions, tested and disseminated. This should reduce the
relatively high transaction costs and risks associated with services to
the target clientele.
 Special consideration needs to be given to the risks associated
with agricultural credit caused by climatic factors, regularly
18
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recurring natural disasters and unpredictable price increases. New
solutions and mechanisms are needed to cover agricultural risks.
 What is needed most urgently is for partner countries to improve
their framework conditions (deregulate interest rates, introduce sup-
portive banking legislation, strengthen partners at the macro level,
etc.). This means that there is a pressing need for the introduction of
financial sector reforms of breadth and depth. Competition needs to be
developed (e.g. by licensing new, private banks) if the system is to
become efficient and serve to a wider proportion of the population.
 Finally, local development banks must also, in the course of dere-
gulation, undergo processes of reorientation and reform. When inte-
grated into the national financial sector,
they can, for the target group, play
a strategic role as innovative
financial institutions (refi-
nance, equity participation,
securitization). Neverthe-
less, they must raise more
capital locally in order to do
so.
19
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As a means of tackling the most important problems and challenges,
FSP aims to pursue the following objectives based on the experience
of SDC in the financial sector:
• to help improve the prosperity of the SDC target group on the pre-
mise that sustainable access to financial services brings both econo-
mic and social advancement. It is essential to create jobs, income
and assets for the target group. SDC employs FSP as one of its stra-
tegies in the fight against poverty because it knows that the poor
(especially women) save, and are able to repay loans;
• to combine the target group and poverty approach with political
development strategies in development cooperation projects in the
financial sector and support the process of transformation from cen-
tralized national planning to a free-enterprise market economy.
FSP therefore pursues a dual objective (cf. also Appendix 1):
• to provide permanent access to financial services for a large seg-
ment of the population: for small farms and micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises. Though representing potential customers
for financial institutions, they have had no, or only limited, access to
their services hitherto;
• to improve the financial sector so that it can provide demand-orien-
ted cost-covering services on a sustainable basis to customers who
have hitherto been excluded from them.
20
3 Objectives of the FSP
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 SDC intends to become active in the financial sector where it can
complement its existing commitments in other sectors (e.g. promotion
of handicrafts, industry and agriculture). More importantly, in order to
increase its effectiveness, it intends to become active where it can
assess the potential and needs of the market on the basis of existing
activities. SDC concentrates its interventions in the financial sector on
geographical areas and activities where it can best mobilize expertise,
assesses and disseminate its experience. This is why SDC develops
country-specific, coherent sectoral concepts that provide orientation
for specific interventions.
 As the target group does not automatically have access to financial
services, SDC supports efforts to further its organization, training and
development (so-called social intermediation). The target group in
question requires a minimum economic development potential. SDC
does not intervene directly on behalf of the target group at micro level
but through the relevant support organizations such as member-based
associations and self-help groups. 
 The focal point of SDC interventionin the financial sector is there-
fore at meso level. SDC supports financial institutions with which it
shares a vision of common learning and change, or institutions with
which it can develop jointly such a vision and which are prepared to
21
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implement that vision within a specific time frame. This vision needs
to relate in particular to the following principles:
• Orientation to SDC target group;
• Behaviour in accordance with economic principles so that institution-
al and financial sustainability can be gradually achieved;
• Mobilization of savings as a primary condition for granting loans
and consequently satisfying an urgent need on the part of the target
group.
The concrete results to be achieved are determined jointly.
The market conditions and the potential of partner institutions, as well
as the political and economic framework, must allow the expansion of
financial services.
 SDC intends to intervene at government level and at the level of
regulatory institutions either alone or with other donors in SDC part-
ner countries where current framework conditions have an adverse
effect on the proper functioning of an efficient and effective financial
sector. Where it can put its experience to effective use, SDC will
actively participate in financial sector reforms. 
22
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SDC applies the following principles to its intervention at the three
levels:
Micro level
 Client-orientated approaches are the focal point of SDC sectoral
policy. Services must be tailored to the SDC target group and the tar-
get group must be in a position to make use of these services. Special
attention will be paid to women as clients
 Improved access to financial services depends upon training, organ-
izing and advising the target group. Care must be taken to ensure that
these tasks are carried out by highly skilled, competent agencies.
 SDC is determined to
achieve synergisms with
other development pro-
grammes for the benefit of
the target group, so that the
group can solve its own pro-
blems in a self-reliant man-
ner and re-invest savings in
long-term productive activi-
ties.
23
5 Principles
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Meso level
 SDC builds on present achievements and takes into account new
experience and new knowledge from:
• local institutions, for example traditional rotating savings and credit
associations (ROSCAS, also known as tontines in the French-spea-
king world),
• the financial sector in industrialized countries (e.g. Raiffeisen
system, savings banks, alternative banks).
New institutions are supported only where there are no financial insti-
tutions or where existing institutions are not prepared to widen their
outreach to the target group and improve their financial and institution-
al sustainability.
 Recognizing that being near to the client in both the physical and
socio-cultural sense is important to mutual trust and understanding,
SDC prefers to support decentralized systems, systems undergoing
decentralization and member-based institutions.
 SDC support is limited in time, is jointly planned with the partner to
make for increased transparency, and assumes that the financial insti-
tutions will ultimately be able to continue developing under their own
momentum.
 SDC values entrepreneurship, market-orientation and political
independence as prime criteria for partner development. Partner insti-
tutions therefore need to define and apply an interest-rate policy lead-
ing to financial sustainability in the medium to long term.
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 SDC ensures that issues relevant to development, such as gender
and environment, are broached and discussed with partner organ-
izations in an appropriate manner. The aim is to raise the level of
awareness of these subjects and their value in order to encourage the
sustainable development of clients and the financial institution itself.
 SDC also applies a number of other criteria when selecting and sup-
porting financial institutions:
• the clients are taken seriously (hitherto disadvantaged people are
credit-worthy, can save and repay) and should ultimately be able to
choose freely from a range of financial services;
• particular attention is paid to the savings component, which implies
safety for, and free access by clients to, savings (non-compulsory
savings): this means considering the security and liquidity of
savings;
• as money is fungible, i.e. interchangeable, and clients need to be
seen in their overall economic context, consumer credit should not be
excluded;
• the partner institution is committed to periodically evaluating its
performance and reporting on a regular and open basis to SDC on its
physical and financial progress and results. Where partner organiza-
tions also offer non-financial services, such as consultancy and
social services, these must be organized separately from the finan-
cial services and separate books must be kept.
 SDC is as receptive to questions relating to organizational develop-
ment and the management of the partner organization as it is to stan-
dard banking business.
25
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Macro level
 Where legislative framework conditions prevent an efficient, trans-
parent and sustainable development of financial services, SDC and
other donors and players can play an active role in the financial sector
in order to bring about improvements and, where feasible, support
comprehensive reforms. The main objective is to ensure that savings
and credit cooperatives and any financial institution in the informal
sector are regulated, so that savings are protected. SDC supports
efforts to introduce efficient, non-bureaucratic control and supervi-
sory mechanisms. Banking laws often need amending so that the
financial sector can assume its development function. 
26
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SDC employs a range of instruments either individually or in combi-
nation for optimum adaptation to the local situation and socio-econo-
mic and cultural context. These instruments are based on the defined
principles and contribute towards
• supporting partner organizations in becoming organizationally,
institutionally and financially viable;
• identifying, testing where necessary, adapting and disseminating
innovative technologies aimed at reducing transaction costs on both
the demand and supply side;
• minimizing risk.
6.1 Instruments
Institutional development
Supporting the organizational development of a partner institution is
the key role of cooperation; it may assume various forms during the
period of cooperation. Support is tailored to the resources avail-
able to the partner itself and may, over time, become
highly selective. The support instruments comprise pro-
viding advice on organizational development (OD), strate-
gic and specialist support, training of management execu-
tives and staff. An important component is support during the
introduction or improvement of planning and management
tools (e.g. Management Information Systems, MIS) and during
computerization (introduction of hardware and software program-
mes).
SDC may bear the costs that are incurred over a clearly defined period
of time during the start-up and expansion phase but this cost-sharing 27
6 Operational implementation
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should not result in subsidized interest rates. Likewise, activities that
test, introduce and disseminate new banking technologies and result in
reduced costs to the stated target group or risk reduction of coverage
can only be supported for a limited period. These technologies include
group liability, cooperation with actors in the informal financial sec-
tor, credit cards, other new methods of payment, etc.
Capital investment
Following the assessment of risk, SDC may invest in the equity of
financial institutions in order to provide the capital basis and pursue
the development objectives during the set-up and development period
of an institution. Capital investments may also help to mobilize addi-
tional local funds. Under no circumstances must the incentive to
mobilize local funds be undermined. Capital investments must also be
limited in time, SDC participation and responsibility must be clarified,
and the terms of redemption of the capital must be defined. As a rule,
SDC takes only a minority holding. SDC works according to a set of
criteria governing equity participation.
Loans
Loans are a useful means of bridging a medium-term shortage of
funds of the financial institution and are provided by SDC following
investigation verifying that all local avenues have been exhausted. The
specific terms must be negotiated so that no market distortion or pre-
ferential situations arise. SDC will draw up special guidelines to deal
with interest payments and loan repayment.
28
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Guarantee funds
Credit guarantee schemes make it easier under certain circumstances
for financial institutions to grant credit. However, they are seldom an
effective way of safeguarding permanent access to credit for the target
group. SDC can assume the cost of testing and setting up institutional
instruments for credit guarantees that allow existing bottlenecks in
credit access to be overcome.
Credit and revolving funds
Where these funds already exist, the aim should be to ensure that they
are managed professionally (i.e. by employees trained in banking mat-
ters) and according to the criteria that apply to financial sector deve-
lopment and are transferred to suitable institutions according to a strict
schedule. Where, due to a lack of alternatives, a new fund is set up, this
should be viewed as a candidate for rapid institutionalization in line
with FSP. Minimum requirements based on this policy must be worked
out for all these funds, including existing funds.
Linkage
Another support for the financial sector may take the form of linking
financial institutions with existing self-help groups and client or inter-
mediary organizations (e.g. NGOs) in order to reduce transaction
costs and cover risks (‘group pressure’). The SDC can help when part-
ners are being identified and ‘linkage’ contracts negotiated. It can sup-
port these processes by offering training programmes and underwrit-
ing risks (e.g. as offered to RAFAD).
29
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Training institutions
The SDC can support and reinforce training organizations outside
banks for employees of financial institutions and/or clients. A wide
variety of support instruments is available for this purpose, including
the organization and financing of national and international partner-
ships, seminars and conferences.
Exchanges of experience, collaboration and studies
National, regional and international networks, seminars and confer-
ences need to be supported, experiences need to be built on and
exchanged locally and agreements need to be reached among donors.
Support for collaboration in international committees and support for
global initiatives need to be promoted. Building on and reappraising
experiences and research projects in issues in which SDC is active or
in which it takes a special interest, qualify for support. (Joint) finan-
cing or individual sectoral studies at the country level may be of
increased importance to programme and sectoral development.
Political dialogue and reform support
The SDC engages in regular policy dialogue with the governments of
partner countries, where possible together with other donors, and is
involved, where possible, in financial sector reforms. Tools such as co-
financing, parallel financing, bilateral measures or a combination of
all three may be considered.
30
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6.2 Planning, Evaluation, Monitoring, Implementation
(PEMI) principles
PEMI tools are applied both during the development of sectoral con-
cepts and for individual programmes and projects. PEMI covers the
four important phases of programme and project development.
In the planning phase, the feasibility of programmes and projects is
tested on the basis of a careful sectoral analysis, during which parti-
cular attention is given to institutional issues, the impact on the target
group and the framework conditions. Planning ensures that collabora-
tion between the SDC and partner institutions leads to autonomy and
is therefore limited in time.
31
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Monitoring the overall sectoral programme should be confined to a
small number of quantitative and qualitative indicators which answer
the question of whether work is target-orientated (are we ‘on track’?).
Monitoring is process-, result- and context-oriented.
In collaboration with individual partner institutions, monitoring
(which can itself qualify for SDC support) is, first and foremost, an
integrated tool used by the management, the board of directors and the
supervisory authorities. This is why SDC makes use of periodic in-
house progress and financial reports and external audit reports. In
addition, key indicators are monitored in order to take developmental
objectives into account. Data on the following are particularly perti-
nent:
• significant expansion of business activities for the benefit of the
stated target group;
• successive reduction in the dependence of donor subsi-
dies;
• analyses of income statement and balance sheet,
portfolio composition and interest rate
policy.
The most important evaluations in
financial sector programmes and
projects are of efficacy (objec-
tives achieved), efficiency
(cost-benefit and input-
output analyses) and
impact (overall effect on
target group and/or region as a
whole in relation to savings quo-32
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tas, employment, migration and changes in income and assets). The
cost of obtaining and processing data is offset by the usefulness of the
knowledge obtained. Ideally, impact-related data should be collected
as soon as collaboration begins.
Implementation means regular planning, monitoring and evalu-
ation, so that action can be steered and adapted to the programme and
project concepts, and provision should therefore be made for the rele-
vant steering and decision mechanisms. At an overall level, experience
from all financial sector programmes is appraised and processed. SDC
attends international co-ordination committees and belongs to net-
works so that experiences can be exchanged. SDC supports regular
exchanges of experience among Swiss NGOs, executing agencies and
consultants involved in the financial sector. The results of these expe-
riences are employed in reviewing financial sectoral policy, instru-
ments, best practice recommendations and internal training pro-
grammes. SDC is supported by a backstopping-mandate in the
financial sector.
33
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The diagram below illustrates the overall financial sector (system) and the
organizational and financial sustainability and across the board, target group
efficiency of individual financial institutions. The SDC strategy involves
using suitable tools to support systems and partner institutions in their pro-
cess of change to the fourth (upper right) quadrant.
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HIGH SUSTAINIBILITY
LOW SUSTAINIBILITY
H
IG
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S
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W
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Sustainable financial
services with low
access of the target
clients.
Examples: partly
privately owned
business banks.
Sustainable financial
services that reach the
target clients.
Examples: BancoSol,
Bolivia, Bank Rakyat,
Indonesia.
Highly subsidized
financial services with
low access of target
clients.
Examples: nationalized
banks, revolving funds,
NGOs.
Highly subsidized
financial services that
reach the target clients.
Examples:
NABARD/RRBs, India;
Grameen Bank,
Bangladesh; K-REP,
Kenya.
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The following annotated bibliography contains a small selection of publish-
ed and unpublished literature relating to the financial sector which focuses
on lessons learned from experience and good practices. The list is in no way
exhaustive.
1 Reference and standard works
 Finance Against Poverty, Volumes 1 & 2, ed. by David Hulme and Paul
Mosley, 1996, 280 p. and 510 p. 
Theories and policy recommendations (Part 1) for (small-)loans to
(small-)entrepreneurs as tools in the fight against poverty; Part 2 contains a
comparative impact study of seven countries and the conclusions and
recommendations derived from it.
 Finance at the Frontier, Debt Capacity and the Role of Credit in the Pri-
vate Economy, J. D. Von Pischke, The World Bank, Washington DC, 1991,
427 p.
The subject of wider access to the finance markets for low income individu-
als with the aim of increasing production. It contains a detailed analysis of
the role of governments and lenders and of informal loans.
 Le microfinancement dans les pays en développement, Evolution, théo-
ries et pratiques, CIRAD, Montpellier, 1997, 220 p.
Bibliography of issues of current interest in the microfinance sector. Con-
tains 340 contemporary, partly-annotated references which focus on unpu-
blished and French literature.
 Publications List, Agricultural Finance Program, Department of Agricul-
tural Economics and Rural Sociology, Ohio State University, most recent
version: February 1997.
Periodically updated bibliographical reference list of new technical publica-
tions (treatises).
 Rural Credit, Lessons for Rural Bankers and Policy Makers, K.P.
Padmanabhan, IT Publications, London, 1988, 138 p.
Debate between a financial sector-oriented and poverty-oriented strategy in
credit development. 37
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 Sustainable Banking with the Poor, A world-wide inventory of microfi-
nance institutions, The World Bank, Washington DC, 1996, 67 p.
Reference and analysis of the practice of ca. 200 organizations with data
and addresses.
 Undermining Rural Development with Cheap Credit, ed. by Dale W.
Adams, Douglas H. Graham, and J. D. von Pischke, Westview Press, Boul-
der and London, 1984, 318 p.
Analysis of the disappointing results of subsidized agricultural credit and
demand for greater mobilization of savings and access to formal loans on
market terms. 
2 Sectoral policies
 Financial Services, Sectoral policy document of the Dutch Development
Cupertino, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Development Cupertino Information
Department, The Hague, 1996, 77 p., (Engl. and Fr.).
This paper presents the Dutch finance development policy for the target
groups (small(est) rural and urban entrepreneurs and other disadvantaged
groups).
 Sectoral concept, finance system development, promotion of savings and
credit, Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development, Bonn,
1994, 19 p. and Appendix (Ger. and Engl.).
Brief description of German finance development policy, experience to date
and guidelines (aim, development principles, development strategies and
implementation).
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3 Good Practices and Standards
 Focus Notes Series, CGAP, Washington DC, 1997,
WWW: http://www.worldbank.org/html/cgap/cgap/html
Previous issues (10) are an important CGAP vehicle for spreading Best
Practices.
 The Informal Sector and Micro-Finance Institutions in West Africa, Ed.
by Leila Webster and Peter Fidler, The World Bank, Washington DC, 1997,
314 p.
Case studies illustrate the increasing demand for employment in West Africa
and the growth of the informal sector; development problems are identified;
highly varied development programmes support the sector, the quality of
financial services is relatively high but the independence of the programme
and its potential for achieving independence are limited.
 Maximising the Outreach of Microenterprise Finance, An Analysis of
Successful Microfinance Programs, USAID program and operations Asses-
sment Report No. 10, USAID, Arlington VA, 1995, 46 p. and Appendices.
Analysis of 11 successful finance service programmes on the basis of
‘outreach’ criteria, focussing on the poorest and on the financial autonomy
of the programmes. Formulation of success factors and recommendations
for donor policy.
 Micro and Small Enterprise Finance: Guiding principles for selecting and
supporting intermediaries, Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enter-
prise Development, Donors Working Group on Financial Sector Develop-
ment, 1995, 9p. (Ger., Engl., Fr., Sp.).
Presentation of criteria, donor strategies and reporting indicators for joint
standards on ‘outreach’ and for financial independence to promote access to
credit to small entrepreneurs.
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4 Selected subjects
Legislation, regulations
 Le cadre juridique et institutionnel des systèmes d’épargne et de crédit
décentralisées, Jean-Edgar Rodondi, Synthèse, Ed. SOFIROM, Lausanne,
29 p.
Comparative study of legal frameworks at legislative level and governing
banking activities in four African countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea
and Rwanda). Proposals for developing a similar framework for a
decentralized savings and loan system.
 Regulation and Supervision of Microfinance Institutions, Experience
from Latin America, Asia and Africa, ed. by Shari Berenbach, Craig Chuch-
ill, The Microfinance Network, Occasional Paper No. 1, Washington  DC,
1997, Bd. 1, 76 p.
Following an introduction to the sector and its specific finance risks, this
study examines current attempts to regulate and supervise microfinance
organizations using various case studies.
Financial institutions, management tasks
 Banking Institutions in Developing Markets, Vol. 2, Interpreting Finan-
cial Statements, Chris J. Barltop, Diana McNaughton, The World Bank,
Second printing 1994, Washington DC,139 p.
This textbook contains a presentation of financial analysis methods and
tools (e.g. balance sheet, income statement, risk analysis) available to banks
corresponding to international standards.
 Banking services for the poor: Managing for financial success, An
expanded and revised guidebook for microfinance institutions, Ed. by
Robert Peck Christen, Accion International, Washington DC, 1997, 278 p.
This textbook presents financial management methods and tools (financial
results, interest rates, asset/liability management, costs, financial planning)
available to a financing organization.
 MicroStart, a guide for planning, starting and managing a microfinance
programme, Private Sector Development Programme, UNDP, New York,
1997, 157 p. and Appendices.
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Manual for planning and developing microfinance programmes, credit tech-
nologies (group loans) and credit control with practical examples.
 On the theory of credit co-operatives: Equity and onlending in a multi-
tier system—A concept paper, Ed. by Jan P. Krahnen and Reinhard H.
Schmidt, ILO, Enterprise and Development Department, Geneva, 1995,
331 p.
Presentation of the concept of savings and credit co-operatives with an indi-
cation of the special problems relating to capital formation, management
and reaching target groups.
 La Tontine, Pratique informelle d’épargne et de crédit dans les pays en
voie de développement, Michel Lelart, Ed. John Libbey, Montrouge & Lon-
don, 1990, 356?p.
Collection of analyses of the scope, organization and finance policy of
ROSCAS using case studies and analyses of their social and economic deve-
lopment.
Customer orientation
 Microfinance and Poverty Reduction, Susan S. Johnson and Ben Rogaly,
Oxfam, Oxford and ACTIONAID, London, 1997, 134 p.
Discussion of current strategic questions on the planning, monitoring and
evaluation of (informal) micro-finance programmes with 5 case studies.
 The New World of Microenterprise Finance, Building Healthy Financial
institutions for the poor, Ed. by Maria Otero and Elisabeth Rhyne, Kumarian
Press, West Harford, Connecticut, IT Publications, London, 1994, 302 p.
Current analysis of attempts and experiences with successful finance orga-
nizations and programmes with policies oriented towards financial indepen-
dence and targeting the poor.
Credit funds
 Fondos rotatorios de credito para microempresas, un estudio empirico,
Interamerican Development Bank, Microenterprise Division, Washington
DC, 1994, 41 p.
Results of an empirical study on how to reach target groups, performance,
maintaining the capital base, financial independence and implications for
the Bank’s policy in the field of financial support for small enterprises. 41
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 Cross-section analysis of finance system-orientated handling of credit
funds in CZ, Brigitte Klein, Klaus Maurer, GTZ, Department 421, Esch-
born, 1996, 85 p. and Appendices, Summary, 17 p.
Cross-section analysis of existing credit fund concepts and their results
(GTZ), conclusions with respect to the objectives of finance system develop-
ment and the fight against poverty and recommendations on the design, con-
trol and settlement of credit funds.
 11 razones para el posible fracaso de un Fondo Rotativo, Walter Milligan,
SDC-nogub, La Paz, 1994, 7 p., (Engl., Fr., Ger.).
11 theses based on practical experience leading to the failure of rotation
funds, especially disregard for a clear financial and organizational strategy
for the fund in relation to its financial autonomy.
Credit guarantees
 Credit Guarantee Schemes for Developing Countries: Theory, Design and
Evaluation, Richard L. Meyer, Geetha Nagarajan, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, 1996, 96 p.
This study analyses the theories, design and evaluation of credit guarantees
to promote loans to small entrepreneurs and farmers; individual program-
mes on the three southern continents are presented and outstanding questi-
ons identified (interest rates, impact on employment, efficiency limits and
evaluation methods).
 Credit Guarantee Schemes for Small Business Lending—A Global Per-
spective, Alan Doran and Jacob Levitsky, Summary Report, Graham Ban-
nock and Partners Ltd., London, 1997, 18 p.
This empirical study on national credit guarantee mechanisms presents a
controversial discussion of the efficiency of guarantee funds, lays down
policy guidelines and recommendations for best practices (e.g. target
groups, financial terms, additionality and donor policy).
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Linkage
 Linking Self-help Groups and Banks in Developing Countries, by Erhard
Kropp, Michael T. Marx, Ballurkar Pramod, Benjamin R. Quiñones, gtz,
Eschborn, 1989, 155 p.
Example of collaboration between banks and NGO as intermediary between
customers and banks.
Transitional Economies
 Microcredit in Transitional Economies, Programme on Local and
Employment Development, OCDE, Paris 1996, 147 p.
This manual on the planning and evaluation of experiences with micro cre-
dit programmes describes the economic and institutional environment as
well as four programmes and develops the factors for successful programme
planning, strategy and tools.
5 PEMI
 Assessing Development Finance Institutions, A Public Interest Analysis,
by Jacob Yaron, Paper Number 174, The World Bank, Washington D.C.,
1992, 36 p.
Detailed presentation of the ‘Subsidy Dependence Index’ tool for evaluating
finance institutions.
 Financial Ratio Analysis of Micro-Finance Institutions, The SEEP Net-
work, Calmeadow, Pact Publications, New York, 1995, 40 p.
Presentation of the ‘Ratio Analysis’ tool for evaluating financial situation of
savings and credit programmes (permanence, efficiency and portfolio qua-
lity).
 Format for Appraisal of Micro-Finance Institutions, CGAP, Washington
DC, 30 p. also available on disk.
Detailed check list for data collation with regard to the evaluation of
finance organizations, divided into essential information and case-related
information.
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 Overview of Studies on the Impact of Microenterprise Credit, USAID
AIMS Project, Jennifer Sebstad and Gregory Chen, Development Informa-
tion Services Clearinghouse, Arlington VA, 1996, 15 p.
 Technical Guide for the Analysis of Microenterprise Finance Institutions,
Microenterprise Division, Inter-American Development Bank, Washington
DC, 1994.
Methodology for evaluation at financial and organizational level.
 The Use of Sectoral and Project Performance Indicators in Bank-Finan-
ced Financial Sector Operations: Financial Sector Development Depart-
ment, The World Bank, Washington DC, 1995, 21 p.
Indicators for evaluating performance at sectoral level, organizational level
and in the real economy.
44
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Below is a list of the projects  and institutions, which are referred to in the
policy. They are listed alphabetically and annotated briefly.
Acción International
Acción International, based in the USA, uses a guarantee financing mecha-
nism for its 52 member financial institutions in Central and Latin America.
BancoSol, Bolivia
Subsidiary of Acción International and first Latin American commercial
bank specializing in financial services for the EZA target group.
Banques Populaires, Rwanda
National co-operative banking system based on the local rural co-operative
model. Supported by the SDC since 1975.
BIRD, India
Bankers Institute of Rural Development, an Indian training centre for bank
employees financed by NABARD and supported by the SDC.
FECECAM, Benin
Fédération des Caisses d’Epargne et de Crédit Agricole Mutuel is a national
association of co-operative savings and credit institutions. Supported by the
SDC.
Grameen Bank, Bangladesh
With over 2 million practically landless members (of which 94% are
women), the Grameen Bank successfully applies the self-help group model.
K-REP, Kenya
Kenya Rural Enterprise Program is transforming its important micro credit
programme into a commercial bank. Primary focus is traditional women’s
savings groups, called ‘chikola’ in Kenya.
Micro financing programme, Bolivia
Programa de Microcrédito Popular, PMP, is a national Finance Ministry pro-
gramme to promote finance institutions specializing in small enterprises.
Supported by the SDC.
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NAAM, Burkina Faso
The federation of NAAM associations is an agricultural organization with
over 60 members which has been built up with financial support (fonds sou-
ple) from ‘6S’ (regional NGO). ‘6S’ is supported by the SDC.
NABARD, India
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development, the most important
national refinancing and development organization for public and rural
commercial and co-operative banks and for the network of around 200
RRBs (Regional Rural Banks). Supported by the SDC since 1978.
RAFAD, Geneva
Recherches et Applications de Financements Alternatives pour le Dévélop-
pement specializes in the development and support of guarantee systems for
the benefit of grass roots organizations in developing countries. Supported
by the SDC.
Regional development fund, Poland
Swiss-Polish regional programme to promote small and medium-sized ent-
erprises: advice, training and loans for productive investment through the
programme structure (project bureau). SDC line of credit.
SIDBI, India
Small Industries Development Bank of India functions as a refinancing and
development bank for small industry in small towns. Supported by the SDC.
WWB
Women’s World Banking is a non-profit global network organization with
47 independent member finance institutions in 37 countries. Supported by
the SDC.
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